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Sermon – 23 August 2020 

 ‘Who do you say that I am?’ 

In today’s reading from Matthew, we heard one of the most important and influential of all scripture 
passages. In it, Christ asks the disciples the key question, ‘Who do you say that I am?’ 

Theologians throughout the centuries have struggled with many answers to that question, just as we 
struggle today. In fact, theologians have devoted almost an entire field of theology to this one question. It 
is called, Christology, which as you might suspect, means ‘theology about Christ’. We have the benefit of all 
those years of work and study, and so we can repeat, almost parrot like, the key phrases that have ben 
passed down to us. Jesus is the ‘Son of God’, Jesus is the ‘Messiah’, Jesus is our ‘Lord’, Jesus is our ‘Saviour’.  

Of course, all of these phrases can be found in the Bible, they weren’t invented. But there are many 
descriptions of Jesus in the Bible. He is the King of the Jews. He is Mary’s Son. He is the light of the world. 
He is a prophet without honor in his own country. Jesus is the one who can heal your child, cast out your 
demon, forgive your sins, lead your revolution. He is a messiah, a prophet, the Son of man, the Good 
Shepherd and a rabbi. He is alive, he is dead, he is risen, he will come again. People say Jesus is a lot of 
things. But do we really understand what the catch phrases mean? Do we understand what they mean as 
we say them? I strongly suspect, that far too often we are like the first disciples in our understanding, and 
take the easy way out and simply repeat the well-worn phrases.  

In this morning’s lesson Jesus and his disciples have just come into the district of Caesarea Philippi trailing 
miracles behind them:  the feeding of the four and five thousand, the calming of the storm at sea, the 
curing of the Canaanite woman’s daughter, among many, many others. But Jesus has not just been healing; 
he has been teaching as well, lessons about obedience to the law and about the difference between words 
and deeds, and about reading the signs of the times. And so he asks them, "Who do men say the Son of 
Man is?" They have answers to this question, it seems easy, and one of them tells him, "John the Baptist". 
Some of the others rummage around in their heads for what they have heard. ‘Elijah,’ someone else 
suggests. ‘Jeremiah,’ says another, "or one of the prophets."  

They pull the names out of their pockets like interesting stones they have found and hand them over to 
Jesus for appraisal. There is generally no great risk involved in repeating what others have said they believe. 
You can almost see the expectation on the disciples’ faces as they turn over the tidbits they have heard. So 
which is it, Lord? What is the right answer? A, B, C or none of the above? But Jesus does not give them his 
answer. Instead, he turns the question back over to them and asks, “But who do you say that I am?” What 
do you believe? 

How would you answer this question? What would you say? I must admit that my first response would 
probably be to simply repeat some of the classic truths that we have been taught in the past. It is very easy 
to do. As I said before, a lot of things have been said about Jesus. It shouldn’t be hard to come up with 
something. But surely Jesus didn’t want us to simply repeat what we have heard. He asked, ‘What do you 
think?’ He wants us to think! No need to be afraid about putting up your suggestions. Have a go!   

The apostle Peter wasn’t afraid to come with an answer. He always seemed to be the one, to venture forth 
with a suggestion or a question. He was the only one who dared to try and walk on water and follow the 
example of Christ. Sure, he started to sink, but at least he tried, and Jesus reached out his hand to save him.  
And so, Peter said to Jesus, ‘You are the Messiah, the Son of the living God.’ This time he got it right, for 
Jesus answered, ‘Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah! For flesh and blood has not revealed this to you, but 
my Father in heaven.’ God the Father revealed to Peter that Jesus was the messiah, the Son of the Living 
God. The words of Jesus were a bit like saying to Peter, "Blessed are you for an answer that is not your 
own." Peter gave it a go and came up with the correct answer, this time, but only because it was revealed 
to him.  

Jesus also said to him, "You are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church." He was a chip off the old 
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rock, the rock of the church. However, six sentences later, which we will hear read to us next Sunday, Jesus 
will stub his toe on that same rock, for no sooner does Peter receive his new authority than he begins to 
argue with Jesus about what is going to happen in Jerusalem.  "Get behind me, Satan," Jesus finally says to 
him in next week’s reading. "You are a stumbling block in my path." Peter goes from being blessed to being 
satanic, from being a rock of the church to being a stumbling block in Christ’s way—what does it all mean? 
How can Peter be the rock with the right answer and the devil in the way all at the same time? And if he is, 
then what in the world is it that we are supposed to learn from him?  

Perhaps we ought to be focusing our attention elsewhere. Historically, the church has paid far too much 
attention to the role of Peter in this passage and it has led to many divisions.  
In fact, the division between the Roman Catholic Church and the Protestant churches over the importance 
of the Pope rests largely on a disagreement over how this passage should be interpreted.  
I am not going to go into these debates here, particularly as I think today’s reading should be encouraging 
to us all. After all, if Peter is the rock upon which the church is built then there is hope for all of us, because 
he is one of us, because he remains God’s chosen rock whether he is acting like a cornerstone or a 
stumbling block, and because he shows us that blessedness is less about being perfect, than about 
willingness——that what counts is to risk our own answers, to go ahead and try, to get up one more time 
after we fall, or sink. And today’s passage shows that God blesses us with the answers that we need and 
protects us. 

Why are you listening to this message? Why are you interested in the life of Jesus? What is your answer to 
his question?  think it is interesting to note that Jesus also says to Peter, ‘I will give you the keys of the 
kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on 
earth will be loosed in heaven.’ I believe that this means that the church, us here today, have been given 
the authority to interpret the scripture. We don’t have to rely on what others tell us. This doesn’t mean we 
are free to make up stuff contrary to scripture, or, say about something that Jesus said, ‘O, that’s just a load 
of nonsense.’ Rather, we are given the authority to interpret anew what it all means today, to find fresh 
words. 

The Uniting Church has a document called the ‘Basis of Union’. It is the founding document for our theology 
and practice when the three denominations united in 1977. In it there is this statement: ‘The Uniting 
Church thanks God for the continuing witness and service of evangelist, of scholar, of prophet and of martyr. 
It prays that it may be ready when occasion demands to confess the Lord in fresh words and deeds.’ 

For each of us, I think the moment comes when what other people say about Jesus is no longer enough. We 
can’t hide behind it; we can’t pretend it’s ours. We can’t substitute what people say for what we say. We 
have to listen closely to God…and speak up for ourselves. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
when there is do much sickness and division, we might choose to focus on Jesus as a healer of mind, body 
& community, and find words to express this. Start with the words, “Jesus is ……” and see what you can 
come up with.  

And so I encourage you to find your own words, your own language, to describe what you understand 
about Christ. Who do you say that Jesus Christ is? Who is Jesus Christ for you today? 

 


